YAY GAMES
deck

Yay official site:
https://www.yay.games/
Gaming marketplace:
http://www.play.yay.games

What is YAY Games
YAY Games is a decentralized marketplace
for DEFI solutions, focusing on the GameFi
ecosystem.

	

Launched in July 2021, YAY Games is
continuously strengthening its positioning in
the blockchain gaming market.

Tokenomics

Token Smart Contracts:
AVAX
BSC
Twitter followers:
68,500
Telegram followers:
35,000
Active Holders:
8 400+
Active stakers:
1 000+
Total staked amount:
50,000,000 YAY (5% of the issue)
Projects launched on the IGO:
3

Exclusive access

Holders 

advantages
YAY Games was built for the community,
considering all their feedback and improving
according to the needs, focusing on increasing
token use-cases and their demand. We
segment our audience and introduce a
motivation system for each user.

	

Currently, the following products have been/
are being implemented at YAY Games.

We believe that exclusive access to
several functions on the platform is
necessary for any site. 


Thus, our team is constantly adding
features specifically for YAY holders.

Game Mining

In-game mining makes the product
attractive for both gamers and users
interested in passive income solutions.

Governance

We believe in fairness and transparency.
Since the project’s inception, we have
wanted users to determine the project’s
future. The DAO was a crucial point on
our roadmap since our inception. 


01

APR\APY

Will be added in Q1 2022

Staking

At the moment, we have launched singleasset staking, which allows users to receive
the following bonuses from the pledged YAY
coins:

02

The opportunity to receive private
or public allocation from ZEUS
listed projects

03

The chance to receive tickets for
the YAY lottery mechanics


Zeus

ZEUS is an innovative Initial Game Offering
(IGO) platform where game studios can do
Private and Public fundraising as part of their
IDO plans. ZEUS is based on a unique
scheme that provides a win-win solution for
both players and game developers.


Zeus runs on two blockchains - BSC and
Avalanche.


As part of the Zeus platform, we also offer
bundled all-in-one services in the Vesting
Dashboard Service - for projects that need a
place where users can brand their tokens.


The solution includes the design, development,
and deployment of the dashboard.

Actual data for Dec 2021

ZEUS launchpad successfully launched two
projects during the testing phase, which
lasted two weeks.


Dexsports - blockchain cyber / sports
betting platform (40x) ($ 50K sale)

Talecraft - NFT-RPG based on crafting
principles (40x) ($ 50K sale)  

Adding up to this we have conducted two
Bold Point Sales:

Bold Point Strategic Sale ($100k)


Bold Point - YAY Holders Round ($200k)


The process for upcoming IGOs

Let’s start with an overview of the IGO mechanics we are implementing. There are two main pools:
Heroes and Muses. Heroes pool is divided into four tiers with 25 participants each. Top-100 participants
will be picked based on the amount of staked YAY tokens. “Muses” pool, on the other hand, will be
accessible for any YAY staker.

Here are the main stages:
01
Every participant (both in “Heroes” and in
“Muses” pools) that wants to participate in
an IGO has to submit a pending order for
buying an available allocation (the exact size
depends on the IGO terms, tier level, and
pool).


03
Based on the allocation size available after
“Heroes” orders are accepted, the final
amount of Muses participants is calculated
with the following formula: Allocation size/
minimum ticket size = the additional number
of Muses pool members.


02
Data is gathered, and a request is sent to a
Variable Random Function (VRF) to create
the final list of tier participants according
to every tier. 



04
Once the final number of participants is
decided, the list of “Muses” stakers is sent
to the VRF, and users who can join the pool
are selected randomly. Thus, allowing every
staker to have an opportunity to participate
in the IGO.


For instance, tier 1 participants have a
100% likelihood of getting into the final list.
In comparison, tier 3 stakers have 90%
chances, so VRF will randomly select three
users whose orders won’t be processed in
full.


05
Newly bought tokens are credited to winners,
and the surplus amount is returned to pool
members whose orders weren’t executed
according to the VRF.



NFT Marketplace
At the end of January 2022, we are launching
an NFT marketplace for two networks: BSC
and AVALANCHE.

	

Our marketplace will be created for users to
exchange NFT items (achievements, in-game
NFTs, and third-party items, art objects) in the
internal loop of the YAY Games infrastructure.

	

The marketplace will have a separate section
for our flagship project Bold Point. Thus, we
can change the marketplace design according
to any particular project requests. 


In addition to this, Initial NFT Offerings (INOs)
for third-party projects to sell their unique
non-fungible-tokens will be available. Providing
more usecases and value to our native token

Cross-promo partnerships



publishing platform
The publishing platform is a packaged
solution for YAY Games and third-party game
developers that allow third-party game
developers to take advantage of YAY's
infrastructure and increase profits

Games listing (creating an Entry Point)
license or sub-license model


Internally developed games publishing


Growth advisory system - a package
offer for published projects on gaming
MP, includes an audit of the software
environment security, smart contracts;
economics, and project strategy 


Bridge

How does it work?

YAY Games aims to be at the edge of innovation,
absorbing the best industry practices to create
new possibilities within GameFi. Thus, our
development team has created a bridge between
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Avalanche (AVAX)
C-chain networks.

	

By leveraging the combination of two different
blockchains, our platform will be taking a
significant leap towards multichain mass
adoption.



In bridging networks, the main focus is on
security. The bridge is usually a weak spot for
developers, opening doors for hackers. Thus,
we wanted to find the safest way to enable this
multichain interoperability.

	

To achieve this goal, we have chosen a proven
and secure open-source solution, which provides
access to liquidity between blockchains and was
developed and verified by our Binance Chain
partners.



By taking advantage of the capabilities of
both networks in terms of speed, scalability,
low transaction fees, and security, we aim to
provide the best possible services in terms of
accessibility and ease of use.

	

Moreover, we believe that the smooth transition
between BSC and AVAX contributes to the
decentralization of the gaming industry. It will
allow a larger audience to discover the
advantages of AVAX while widening the range of
possibilities for Avalanche C-chain supporters.


Our cross-chain bridge can bidirectionally
transfer ERC20/BEP20 tokens between the
Avalanche C-chain Network and Binance Smart
Chain network quickly and cost-effectively. 


bridge

Vesting 

Dashboard Service


Smart Contract infrastructure
Vesting Dashboard frontend
Deploy Support

TaleCraft Vesting Dashboard


Launched on ZEUS with 40x performance

Dexsport Vesting Dashboard



Launched on ZEUS with 45x performance

GAMES Super Casuals
Doodle Pump

YAY Pinball


Doodle Pump is a remake of one of the most
popular mini-games in existence. 	



An arcade game in which a player scores points
by manipulating a metal ball and using paws.



In our version of Doodle Pump, gamers can
create game sessions and compete in the
Player vs. Player (PvP) mode. The player who
reaches the higher score is rewarded in $YAY
tokens. 


The game’s primary goal is to score as many
points as possible.

MINI GAMES

GAMES Bold point
Bold Point

NFT-based role-playing game built on the Avalanche
ecosystem that offers a fun and competitive experience.


The game is designed to build your character and level it
up through battle, either against other players (PvP) or
against the computer AI (PvE). 


The winner takes everything, and the main goal is to stay
alive to cope with the next task and upgrade your
character by participating in various battles and quests.

	

In Bold Point, each item is a unique NFT 721 standard,
and all resources are 1155/20 tokens, which allow users
to create truly unique items and monetize the time spent
in the game on the in-game marketplace and other
platforms. 


GAMES

partners

offers:

hello@yay.games

career:

career@yay.games

Main page:

https://yay.games

Main tg group: https://t.me/yay_games
twitter:

twitter.com/yayprotocol


contacts

